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It's a quest, isn't it? Trying to help students see the meaning of poetry. Giving them reasons to love it. I would give students many simple ways to connect to poetry before starting bringing out the poetic canon. It's like teaching kids to enjoy cooking by having them make fudge cakes with you rather than stewed Swiss chard. I've written
before about the power of using Slam poetry (or jam) to get students to buy into poetry. But if you're doing a poetic block and you want a quick hook, a writing assignment to help students start enjoying poetry in just half an hour, it's time to try dimming poetry. To see the darkening of poetry in one of its simplest, fast forms, check out these
poems by Austin Cleon, the writer and artist who invented the newspaper's dimming of poetry. Let's dive into how a darkening of poetry works in the classroom (you can subscribe to the free download of these instructions in a handout form for your students per minute). Start by searching for some pages with words on them. They can
come from magazines, newspapers, or very old falling apart books that you are willing to let go of. Let the students come up and grab the page. Then give them these instructions... 1. Skimmed your word page. Don't read carefully, since it's about just grabbing the idea out of words and not taking them in. 2. Go and lightly circle the words
or phrases that you can use. Take a blank sheet of paper and write them down in order and then read them. Strike out words you don't want. If you need a few connective words (like as well, that's it, etc.) then dive back in and see if you can find them between the words you want to connect. You often can. 3. Back through the poem and
boldly field the words that you hold with a pen, sharpie, dark pencil, etc. erase any circles around words that you don't want. 4. Read your final poem. Sketch in several images or characters on your page that relate to the theme of your poem. Now it's time to start blackening. Use a sharpie, pen, or pencil, to darken everything that is not a
word in a poem or one of your own sketches. (It's a good time to play music, podcast, or Ted Talk, so everyone can relax and enjoy this part of the process with a little fun.) 5. Write your final poem to be displayed next to a darkening of poetry. Add punctuation if you like. The show begins. Water swirling lighting is a drifting glow. I watched
his glimpse of a fleeting flicker. A trail of sequins set at sunset. 6. Finally, share your poems! They make for a great display. Now, as promised, I have a dimming poetry gift You. Just sign up below for me to send you this job, complete with examples for each step, as in this post. Sources consulted and cited: DePasquale, John. Blackout
Blackout 10/28/18. Cleon, Austin. Newspaper Blackout Poems. . 10/28/18. download. Writing Looking for a Fun Poetry Activity? This will help you on how to teach blackout poetry - and why you should! Do you know those books on the shelf that fall to pieces? Grab them! You will love to use them to darken the poetry! What is the dimming
of poetry? Blackout poetry is a type of poetry found. (What an absolutely wonderful concept!! Poetry is everywhere!!) In 2005, Austin Cleon began creating a daily blackout poem using a newspaper (you can read more about his process here). He posted his poems online, and the idea took off! To create it, you can use any text (including
the newspaper), scan it for the words and phrases that create the poem. Then, then darken (with Sharpie or other marker) all other words. You poem jumps out of the text from there. It's as simple as that. The great thing is that your students will look at the language, choice of words, images, mood and theme as they create their poems!
And, it's BLAST! What will my students learn after the poetry darkens? As there are vegetables hidden in V8 juice, the dimming of poetry is a fun, creative way for students to apply and synthesize: the word choicethemeimagerytonedictionmood Although it looks like all entertainment and games, students will have to define the topic
carefully choosing words - rather than just choosing a random list of words. Here's how you teach it: Time is needed: 2 days. Your students will love to play with language, choice of words, images, mood, and theme as they create a blackout of poetry! Follow these simple steps. What's it? Before you even get started, it can be helpful for
students to see examples of different ways they can create a dimming poem. You can share these images with them to give them ideas. Choose a text page Students can use a page from the newspaper, a copied story or informational text, or a page from a book that is falling apart or ready to recycle the bin. Try to find different pages for
each student. This will make for a great exchange and unique ready-made poems. Gather interesting words. Do students scan a page looking for words and phrases that pop out at them. They will circle these words lightly in pencil. Determine which words to keep. Students can read a list of words they are circling and start seeing their
poem appear. Remind students that we read from top to bottom and from left to right, so words should be in order for the reader to understand the poem just as the writer wants. They may find words that they want to exclude from their poem, or they may find that they need more. That's why using a light pencil is useful! Erase or add!
Check the choice of words. Ask students their poems out loud to make sure they make sense. They can also prescribe them. It is helpful to ask students in specify what topic they are trying to convey. What do they want the reader to understand or feel after reading their poem? Once students are satisfied with their poem, they can start
darkening the page. There is so much flexibility in this step! Students can simply blacken the words with a marker, or they can connect them with color. They can draw or illustrate a page - even use a collage. (Check my Pinterest board for examples.) Or create an image that fits into a poem. After circling the words, you can sketch out a
design that fits into the theme or images of the poem. Use a sharpie or pen to outline. If you are going to let your students use watercolors to finish their poems, you will want to make sure the marker will not bleed. I used Sharpie for my own. Then erase all the pencil marks. Add color! I used watercolors for my own. Since the paper is
absorbed by the water, it's a bit wrinkled, but I still love the finished product. Share! Don't forget to share your students' poems by hanging them on the wall, having a gallery walk, or asking students to submit their poems in class. Glue them on black construction paper to make a dramatic display. Finally, it is time for students to reflect on
their verses – what they want the poem to express, how they chose their words, mood, tone, and diction of their poem. Don't forget to create your own right with your students! How am I going to class him? Since this is such a creative activity, you may decide to give an assessment of completion, but I encourage you to let your students
dig a little deeper. They can complete a quick self-assessment that asks only a few questions: What is the theme of my poem? What mood am I trying to create? How did I do that? What do I want my reader to feel after reading my poem? What are the strongest images? You can also create a quick column before your students start
working on their poems or you can find one in my resource library. Want to extend this? Keep your students writing poetry! Once they feel successful with the dimming of poetry, introduce them to other forms of written poetry. You can find more poetry writing activities here. Read more poems! Here are 12 poems that are perfect for high
school students to practice analysis and even imitation! Looking for more ways to teach poetry? This Strategies Teaching Poetry Post is full of useful ways to make teaching poetry fun and effective. Have fun with these blackouts of poems! And check these? Training tools in my store! 101 Poetry Writing Fast Ideas Share on
FacebookShare on TwitterShare on Linkedin To begin with, show students Blackout YouTube video, interview with Austin Cleon. Since many students may be unfamiliar with the dimming of poetry, this video will provide some useful background information. As students look, ask them to think about their personal feelings and ideas about
Students should also consider the specific time they struggled with writing. Cleon discusses the writer's block, so after the video students will participate in the magnetic statement curriculum; It will help uncover their ideas and relationships about their struggles with writing and/or the time they felt like a block writer. Magnetic Operators are
attached above (see Magnetic Statements for the Blackout Poetry Engage Activity app). Feel free to edit them or add you have as you see fit. Here's a run down on how Magnetic Statement Training Strategies will work in this particular lesson: Print and post statements around your class. Give students a few minutes to visit and read each
application. Students should go to one statement that most attracts or repels them. Feel free to limit the number of students allowed to choose each application. Students should discuss with other students gathered around their statements the reasons why they were either attracted or pushed back against this statement. Each group must
report why they were involved or reflected by the statement. The teacher should address the beliefs/relationships of the students during this activity. Be sure to ask probing questions such as What specific reasons made you be attracted/reflected in this statement? Cleon's solution to his writing dilemna is to create a blackout of poetry from
newspaper articles. Students will do just that for this lesson. Go to the lesson study stage by encouraging students to keep their beliefs and relationships in mind as they work through the following activities. Let the students know that they will revise these statements at the end of the lesson. Lesson. blackout poetry lesson plan high
school. blackout poetry lesson plan pdf. newspaper blackout poetry lesson plan
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